VIRTUAL FIELD TRIP: Earth Day!

What can be recycled?

All of these materials can be recycled and used again! Match the labels to the correct materials.

plastic  glass  metal  paper

NEXT
What is Earth Day?

Earth Day is celebrated every year on April 22nd. It is a day to think about how humans need to treat the Earth better. On Earth Day we learn how to take care of the planet and all living things.

April 22nd
**Important Words**

- **life form**: living thing, such as plant or animal
- **conserve**: to use less of something
- **environment**: a natural area or habitat
Let's Explore!

Our Planet

Recycling

Conservation

ALL DONE!
We live on planet Earth.

Earth is one of eight planets in our solar system.

On Earth, there are many forms of life. Our planet is changing all the time.

Do you know what Earth looks like? Move Earth to the blue circle!
Earth is full of life. Plants, animals, and other life forms all live together and call Earth home. Earth must be treated well to keep all life forms safe and healthy.
Trouble on Earth

The Earth and some life forms are in trouble because of things that humans do, such as...

- Making more plastic
- Littering the oceans
- Cutting down trees
- Polluting the air

There are big and small changes that need to be made in order to make Earth healthier!
Amur Leopards

Earth Day Compilation
Amur Leopards

Why are Amur leopards endangered?

- Humans litter the oceans
- Humans pollute the air
- Humans cut down trees

Let's Explore!
Recycling is one of the best ways to take care of our planet. It is very easy! Recycling certain things instead of throwing them away means that they can be used again.
There is a lot of plastic in the world! There is plastic floating in our oceans and sitting in landfills. All that plastic harms many animals every day.
What can be recycled?

All of these materials can be recycled and used again! Match the labels to the correct materials.

- plastic
- glass
- metal
- paper

NEXT
Reduce, Reuse, Recycle!

Before buying something new, ask yourself if you can reduce or reuse. Will you be okay without the thing you want, or can you reuse something else you already have?
Conservation means using less of something so that we are not wasteful. Conservation is important for the health of planet Earth and all life-forms.
Conservation

The characters in the story learn that using lots of energy warms the planet. This is why polar bears are in danger. What do they do to conserve energy?

- reduce, reuse, recycle
- plant trees
- save water
- turn off lights
- turn off electronics

NEXT
Conservation Tips!

- Turn off the lights when you leave a room.
- Close the refrigerator quickly after getting what you need.
- Turn the water off while brushing your teeth or washing your hands.
- Take shorter showers.
- Turn off electronics when you’re not using them.
- Ride a bike or walk to school or your friend’s house!

Celebrate the Earth every day! Teach your family and friends about conservation and recycling! We need everyone’s help to protect the Earth and make it healthier for living things.

Let’s Explore!
My Earth Day Trip!

What did you learn about during your Earth Day trip?